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Fostering customer engagement is a top priority driving your promotions programs. Specifically, 
you aim to drive customer retention and loyalty. 

 Your company has a premium brand, or you’re looking to elevate your brand image to a higher 
level than competitors. 

 You’re looking to minimize lost revenue potential while maximizing revenue growth. 

 Customers are interested in your products / services, but it takes too long for them to make a 
purchase decision, or they’re often undecided. 

 Personalizing customer interactions is a top priority for marketing programs, and you need more 
customer insights to support such personalization. 

 Improving marketing program performance by driving sales lift and increased purchase frequency 
are among the top goals you pursue to drive return on marketing investments. 
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 6 QUESTIONS YOU MUST ANSWER 
TO DETERMINE IF YOU SHOULD USE 
REWARD-BASED PROMOTIONS

Aberdeen surveyed 212 businesses to determine how top-performing marketers select, design, and 
execute a top-notch promotions program. Findings from the survey revealed how they determine using 
reward-based promotions programs versus discount-based promotions. The former refers to offering 
customers an incentive in the form of physical or digital gift cards or prepaid cards, merchandise, or 
checks to encourage purchase or action. Discounts refer to a reduction in the purchase price that the 
customer can take advantage of at the point of purchase. If you check any of the boxes below, we 
highly recommend considering using reward-based promotions to achieve your objectives. 
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